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IntroductionIntroduction

- during the recent financial crisis many financial institutions required—andduring the recent financial crisis many financial institutions required and 
received—state aid in order to continue operating

- while state aid may help to restore stability, it may also distort y p y, y
competition, since firms that would have otherwise exited the market 
continue to operate

for this reason EU companies receiving state aid must agree to- for this reason, EU companies receiving state aid must agree to 
‘compensatory measures’ to remedy potential distortions in competition

- there is also ongoing state support to the banking sector in terms of g g pp g
governments’ underlying promise to support the sector 

- regulators across the world have implemented or are considering 
implementing stability-enhancing structural and non-structural measures

What is the relationship between competition and stability? Is there a
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What is the relationship between competition and stability? Is there a 
trade-off between the two? What are the implications for remedy design?



What leads to systemic instability?What leads to systemic instability?

- there are two key elements that underpin instability:
- shocks that trigger the failure of one or more parts of the financial system

- channels of contagion whereby these shocks are propagated through the system

- concern that state guarantee will continue to distort behaviour
- there is currently significant regulatory activity to increase the robustness of the 

system

the UK Independent Commission on Banking has two objectives:- the UK Independent Commission on Banking has two objectives:
- reducing systemic risk, reducing moral hazard and reducing the likelihood and 

impact of firm failure

- promoting competition 

– How consistent are these two objectives?
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Too big to failToo big to fail

- in the context of stability and competition, one line of 
argument is that banks that are too big to fail (TBTF):
- reduce stability by promoting excessive risk-taking 

- distort competition by disadvantaging banks that are not TBTF

- in this case, it seems that both competition and stability 
objectives can be met by ensuring that banks are not too bigj y g g

- stylised facts do not suggest that TBTF is the obvious answer 
to bank failuresto bank failures

- while the effects of state guarantees may accrue to individual 
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institutions, they do not accrue uniquely to larger institutions



Competition and financial stability theoryCompetition and financial stability—theory

- economic theory does not offer clear insight into the 
relationship between competition and financial stability

- competition and fragility
- competition erodes banks’ profits making them less likely to- competition erodes banks  profits, making them less likely to 

survive exogenous shocks

- by putting pressure on profits, competition works to increase y p g p p , p
banks’ incentives for risk-taking

- competition and stabilitycompetition and stability
- competition reduces inefficiencies and results in better-run banks
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Competition and financial stability evidenceCompetition and financial stability—evidence

- empirical studies examining the relationship between 
competition and stability produce mixed results
- some studies have found that concentration can be associated 

with higher or lower probabilities of financial crises occurring 

- other studies have found that market power can be associated 
with higher or lower levels of risk exposure

- possible reasons for these mixed results include: 
- models focusing on banks’ risk-taking decisions do not consider 

fall other mechanisms that may lead to failure 

- models focusing on concentration are affected by concentration 
not necessarily being a good measure of competition
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not necessarily being a good measure of competition 



Current prudential changesCurrent prudential changes

- robustness to shocks
- ex ante changes: Basel III increases common equity requirements 

d i d i l i d li l b ffand introduces capital conservation and countercyclical buffers 

- ex post changes: resolution schemes

- robustness to contagion
- reduction in the reliance on wholesale funding, capital and liquidity 

positions transparency resolution schemespositions, transparency, resolution schemes

- estimates suggest that probability of failure is now a fraction of 
past levelspast levels

- can any ex post regime fully protect against contagion risks?
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ConclusionConclusion

- the relationship between competition and stability is complex 

economic theory and empirical evidence are mixed- economic theory and empirical evidence are mixed

- a framework for considering remedies for improving systemic 
stability needs to identify the underlying causes to be 
remedied, the effectiveness of the proposed remedies, and 
the costs and benefits of implementing themthe costs and benefits of implementing them

- separate question about whether all aspects of banking 
i ff ti l titiservices are effectively competitive

- significant regulatory scrutiny already in this area
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